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Abstract
This paper proposes and evaluates alternative speech recogni-
tion design strategies using the hybrid autoregressive transducer
(HAT) model. The different strategies are designed with special
attention to the choice of modeling units and to the integration
of different types of external language models during first-pass
beam-search or second-pass re-scoring. These approaches are
compared on a large-scale voice search task and the recognition
quality over the head and tail of speech data is analyzed. Our
experiments show decent improvements in WER over common
speech phrases and significant gains on uncommon ones com-
pared to the state-of-the-art approaches.
Index Terms: speech recognition, modularity, sequence-to-
sequence, tail distribution

1. Introduction
Automatic speech recognition(ASR) is becoming the predom-
inant interface for users of smart assistant devices. While the
early deployments of practical ASR systems were dominated
by server-based conventional models [1, 2, 3, 4], the growing
applications and recent developments in the chip design have
led to many on-device ASR modeling paradigms based on the
sequence-to-sequence (Seq-2-Seq) models [5, 6, 7, 8]. This di-
versity of applications and the myriad constraints imposed by
the platform design, whether server [9, 10] or on-device [11],
requires a deeper look into ASR modeling design.

There are several important design criteria for ASR model-
ing. One is the choice of training data. While the recognition
quality usually improves with the amount of in-domain tran-
scribed training data, the collection of huge amounts of tran-
scribed data for different domains is costly and difficult due to
privacy concerns. Another challenge with speech data is the
long tail distribution of uncommon phrases. Models should be
designed so that skewed or limited training data does not overly
impact the quality on infrequently seen tail phrases.

Inference flexibility, by having principled ways to modify
and adapt models after training, is another critical factor for
a large-scale ASR design. Languages grow over time due to
changes in culture, fashion, etc. Some of these changes are
so sudden it is not possible to collect new data and retrain the
model for these new words or phrases in a timely manner.

The computation load and memory footprint are yet other
critical parameters in ASR design. The computation benefits
of recently developed machine-learning based chips are usually
apparent when they perform the same operation in batch. This is
very appealing for server-based applications, which allow pro-
cessing of multiple queries from different users in one batch.
For on-device applications, the benefit is less clear due to the
sequential nature of speech models and the single user. For the
memory footprint, on-device models usually need to be smaller
than server-based models.

State-of-the-art conventional [1, 2] and sequence-to-
sequence (Seq-2-Seq) [5, 6, 7] models are quite different re-

garding these design factors. The conventional models estimate
the posterior probability of a word sequence given an acous-
tic sequence by decomposing it into an acoustic model (AM)
and a language model (LM) probability using Bayes’ rule. The
AM and LM scores are commonly combined using weighted fi-
nite state transducers (WFSTs) [3, 4]. The Seq-2-Seq models
directly estimate the posterior probability of a word sequence
given an acoustic sequence. The modular design of conven-
tional systems makes them more favorable than Seq-2-Seq mod-
els in terms of the training data and inference flexibility design
criteria. A decent AM can be trained with a relatively small
amount of transcribed audio data whereas the LM can be trained
on text-only data, which is available in vast amounts for many
languages. The model components of a conventional model can
be modified by principled methods such as vocabulary augmen-
tation [12], LM adaptation and contextual biasing [13]. Con-
versely, the Seq-2-Seq models are usually preferred over con-
ventional models in terms of memory footprint [14, 15] which
is a critical design parameter for on-device applications.

This paper proposes and evaluates different ASR design
strategies based on the hybrid autoregressive transducer (HAT)
model [8]. The HAT model can be seen as an extension of
the RNN-T model [6] with a different probabilistic formulation
that admits an estimate of the internal language model contri-
bution. This estimate allows flexible decoding and rescoring
strategies within the hybrid formulation of conventional models
[1, 2]. These decoding and rescoring strategies combined with
the strong Seq-2-Seq-based probabilistic HAT model allow de-
sign strategies that fulfill all aforementioned design parameters.
A HAT model can be used as a first-pass system decoded with
an external (neural or non-neural) LM, applied either during the
first-pass or in a second-pass rescoring. As a special case, HAT
can be used as a drop-in replacement of an acoustic model in
a conventional system and with a significantly smaller external
language model. The HAT model performs equally well across
different choices of modeling units, on difficult tail phrases, and
it scales well with training data size.

2. Hybrid autoregressive transducers
For an acoustic feature sequence x = x1:T corresponding to
a word sequence w, assume y = y1:U is a tokenization of w
where yi ∈ M , is either a phonetic unit or a character-based
unit from a finite-size alphabet M . Since usually T 6= U , a no-
tation of alignment is defined between elements of x and y. The
alignment sequence ỹ can be defined as a sequence of T + U
labels, where label ỹt+u+1 is either equal to blank symbol <b>
(suggesting consumption of time frame xt+1) or is equal to
yu+1. The HAT model formulates the local posterior distribu-
tion P (ỹt+u|x, ỹ1:t+u−1) by a Bernoulli distribution with pa-
rameter bt,u and a label distribution Pt,u as follows:{

bt,u ỹt+u = <b>

(1− bt,u)Pt,u(yu|x, y1:u) ỹt+u = yu
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The HAT model does not provide any strict parametric form for
neither bt,u nor Pt,u. This means that these distributions can be
modeled by different neural architectures with or without shar-
ing parameters. By chaining the local posterior probabilities
over an alignment path, the alignment posterior P (ỹ|x) is de-
rived. The posterior probability of y given x is then modeled by
summing all the alignment posteriors:

P (y|x) =
∑

ỹ:B(ỹ)=y

P (ỹ|x) (1)

where B : ỹ → y is the function that maps alignment paths to
their corresponding label sequence. In addition to modeling the
posterior probability, the HAT model provides an estimate of
the prior, or internal language model (ILM) probability, for any
sequence y [8]: PILM(y) =

∏
1:U Pt,u(yu|0, y1:u−1) which is

the chain of label distribution Pt,u over labels, assuming the en-
coder activations are zero. Using this quantity and Bayes’ rule,
a pseudo-likelihood sequence-level score [16, 17, 18, 19] is de-
rived which can be used for integration with an external lan-
guage model either during a first-pass beam search or second-
pass rescoring [8].

3. Flexible ASR design with HAT
HAT’s provision of an internal LM probability estimate opens
up alternative design choices for server-based and on-device
based ASR: (1) HAT can be combined with an external LM dur-
ing first-pass decoding but also without one as a drop-in RNN-T
replacement, (2) the choice of external LM is wide open includ-
ing n-gram models and more general WFSTs to neural LMs, (3)
HAT always provides a language model estimate in (first-pass)
decoding (either from the internal or external LM) enabling crit-
ical features such contextual language model biasing and proper
second-pass language model rescoring, and (4) a word-level
external LM, applied in the first or second pass, can be used
to disambiguate among word sequences corresponding to the
same unit sequence, removing the constraint of having a one-
to-one mapping between y and w and opening up the choice
of modeling units. Formally, let y . w denote that the unit se-
quence y ∈M∗ is a possible instantiation of the word sequence
w ∈ V ∗. Assuming that our external LM assigns probabili-
ties to word sequences in V ∗, HAT model inference can then be
formulated as the search for the pair (y�, w�) ∈ M∗ × V ∗ for
which y . w and which maximizes:

λ1 logP (y|x)− λ2 logPILM(y) + logPELM(w) (2)

where the first term is the posterior score for the unit sequence
y scaled by scalar λ1, the second term is the prior score for
unit sequence y scaled by scalar λ2 and the third is the external
language model score for word sequence w.

3.1. Decoding strategy
The decoding strategy used here is time-synchronous with
breadth-first search. At each time frame t a beam of N par-
tial hypotheses is used. Each partial hypothesis ỹt,u holds the
feature encoder state at the time frame t and the label state se-
quence of the first u labels. The partial paths are extended by up
to a fixed number of label expansions followed by a time expan-
sion. Extending partial hypothesis ỹ with label y′ updates the
partial beam score as: s(ỹt,u · y′) += λ1 logP (y′|x,B(ỹt,u))−
λ2 logP (y′|B(ỹt,u)) where the first term is the local posterior
calculated from HAT model and the second term is the HAT
prior score for label y. Similarly the blank extension updates the
partial score by: s(ỹt,u · <b>) += λ1 logP (<b>|x, ỹt,u). Both
the posterior and prior values are calculated by logit smoothing

Table 1: Decoder graph construction from the following com-
ponent WFSTs: Lp, Lsg , Lwg , phonemic, spoken and written
graphemic lexicons; V , verbalizer; G, top-level n-gram LM;
Cs, Cw, spoken and written-domain class grammars.

HAT modeling unit Decoder graph
phoneme Tp = Lp ◦ V ◦ Replace(G, Cs)
spoken grapheme Tsg = Lsg ◦ V ◦ Replace(G, Cs)
written grapheme Twg = Lwg ◦ Replace(G, Cw)

which divides each logit value by a constant before applying
the softmax. It is clear that integrating the above score values
over the alignment paths visited during the search leads to the
total score for y in Eq. 2 excluding the external LM score and
restricting the sum from Eq. 1 to visited alignment paths. The
external LM score is computed separately by storing an addi-
tional LM state for each partial hypothesis and LM lookahead
is performed when using a word-based external LM. All the in-
ference parameters, λ1, λ2 and the smoothing parameters can
be estimated by sweeping on a held out set.

3.2. Second-pass language model rescoring
The first-pass decoder generates a set of hypothesis, denoted by
H(x). These hypothesis can the be rescored using a large-scale
word-based rescoring LM (RLM) as follow:

argmax
(y,w)∈H(x)

λ1 logP (y|x)− λ2 logPILM(y)
+ µ1 logPELM(w) + µ2 logPRLM(w) (3)

where µ1 and µ2 are scaling parameters that can be estimated
by sweeping on a held out set. Observe that proper LM rescor-
ing can also be applied in the absence of external LM in the first
pass by replacing PELM(w) by λ2PILM(y) in Eq. 3 (and Eq. 2).
This also implies that the rescoring LM can be used instead of
the (first-pass) external LM to disambiguate when the mapping
from unit sequences to word sequence is not one-to-one. The
advantage of adding external LM in the second-pass also opens
a mean to exploit the benefits of accelerator chips via batching.
The same process, rescoring with external LM, is parallelized
over the hypothesis space H(x). This is particularly useful fea-
ture for the on-device applications.

3.3. Modeling units and decoder graph
In order to match the HAT modeling units (phonemes or
graphemes) with those of the external LM (written-domain
words), the ASR decoder uses a decoder graph, a weighted
finite-state transducer (WFST) whose input tape is over the HAT
modeling units and output tape over words. The construction of
this decoder graph varies slightly depending on the exact choice
of modeling units: written graphemes, where y is the sequence
of characters in the written-domain transcript, e.g. ”meet at
5:10”; spoken graphemes, where y is the sequence of charac-
ters in the spoken-domain transcript, e.g. ”meet at five ten”; and
phonemes, where y is the sequence of phonemes in the phone-
mic transcript, e.g. ”m i t { t sil f aI v t E n”.

Our word-based first-pass LM is a written-domain class-
based n-gram model [20, 21]. Numeric classes are used to ex-
pand numerical entity coverage while using a closed written-
domain vocabulary. We will consider two types of numeric
class grammars, spoken-domain and written-domain, both rep-
resented as finite-state transducers. When using spoken-domain
class grammars, the decoder output will contain class instances
in the spoken domain, e.g. ”xbox 360 <m> fifty dollar </m>
game”. A denormalization post-processing step will be applied
to then convert to the desired written-domain form, e.g. ”xbox
360 $50 game”. This denormalization is performed by apply-
ing class-specific finite-state grammars. When using written-
domain class grammars, the decoder output will be in the writ-
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ten domain but as a sequence of single-character words that
needs to be concatenated together. e.g. ”xbox 360 <m> $ 5
0 </m> game”. A verbalizer [22] is used to convert words
in the written vocabulary into sequences of words in the spo-
ken vocabulary. Spoken and written domain graphemic lexicons
implement the mapping from grapheme sequences to words in
the spoken and written vocabulary. A phonemic lexicon maps
from phoneme sequences to sequences of words in the spoken
vocabulary. It is derived from a pronunciation dictionary con-
taining both human-generated and/or human-verified pronunci-
ations, as well as pronunciations generated by a G2P model.

All these components are represented as WFSTs. Table 1
gives the decoder graph construction for each choice of HAT
modeling unit, where composition and replacement are per-
formed as described in [23, 24]. Language model lookahead
is performed as part of the decoder graph construction [25].

4. Experiments
The 40M utterance training set (30k hours of speech), 8K ut-
terance development set (10 hours), and 25-hour test set are
all anonymized, hand-transcribed representatives of Google
spoken-queries traffic. The training examples are 256-dim.
log Mel features extracted from a 64 ms window every 30
ms [26]. The training examples are noisified with 25 differ-
ent noise styles as detailed in [27]. Each training example is
forced-aligned to get the frame-level phoneme alignment used
to derive reference labels for training the phoneme-based and
spoken-grapheme-based models. Models are trained to predict
either 42 phonemes or 75 graphemes. The model architecture
for RNN-T and HAT models are explained in [8].

The first-pass word-level LM is a 5-gram model with a
4M-word vocabulary trained on anonymized audio transcrip-
tions and web documents. The second-pass word-level rescor-
ing LM is a large-scale maximum entropy LM [28] trained on
the same data and covering the same vocabulary. It is applied
using an additional lattice re-scoring pass and the corresponding
hyper-parameters are swept on a separate development set. The
grapheme-based recurrent neural network (RNN) LM is trained
on the same data and has 4 LSTM layers (2048 cells per layer).

For the evaluation, we examine several test sets to gauge
performance on both the head and tail of the query distribution.
The spoken queries test set consists of about fourteen thousands
anonymized utterances from Google spoken queries traffic. A
thousand of these utterances were deemed more difficult to rec-
ognize and were selected to form the hard spoken queries test
set. These utterances appear to be from the tail of the query
distribution. To get a deeper insight into the long tail, roughly
twenty thousand queries from the LM training data were identi-
fied as tail queries based on several criteria and were synthe-
sized using a Google TTS system to form the TTS long-tail
queries test set [29].

4.1. External LM and modeling units
The written grapheme case offers the most design options for
integration with an external language model: an internal LM
treating HAT as a drop-in RNN-T replacement with shallow-
fusion style second-pass LM rescoring (B0), an internal LM but
also leveraging it in the second pass for proper LM rescoring
(W0), word-based 5-gram LM (W1) or a grapheme-based RNN
LM (W2). Results in Table 2 show that leveraging HAT only
in the second pass already brings significant gains versus RNN-
T (B0 vs W0) with even more gains achieved when using an
external LM in the first pass. These gains are even stronger on
the hard spoken queries and long-tail TTS test sets.

For spoken graphemes and phonemes, LM choices are more
limited since we currently rely on the decoder graph for the
conversion from modeling units to words, although it would
be possible to rely on the second-pass rescoring LM for that
too. Phoneme HAT (P1) performs only slightly worse than the
written-grapheme HAT systems on spoken queries after second-
pass rescoring but significantly outperforms them on the hard
spoken queries and long-tail TTS queries. We suspect that
this is because the written grapheme systems better handle the
text normalization issues affecting WER scoring in the spoken
queries test set (Section 4.2) whereas the phoneme HAT benefits
from the use of pronunciation dictionaries when handling rare
words (Section 4.3). Spoken grapheme HAT (S1) performance
is in-between phoneme and written graphemes HAT systems.

Finally note that proper second-pass rescoring with the
large-scale MaxEnt model is extremely effective, significantly
reducing the gaps observed in the first pass for the various sys-
tems on the full spoken queries test set.

4.2. Written-domain WER and text normalization
We suspect that the WER performance gap between the written-
grapheme systems and spoken systems are mostly due to our
written-domain scoring and transcription conventions. For in-
stance, the spoken utterance a two hour window is transcribed
by the human labelers as 2-hour window and recognized as such
by the written grapheme systems, whereas the spoken-domain
systems prefers 2 hour window which counts as two errors (one
substitution and one insertion). One hypothesis is that since the
written-grapheme Seq-2-Seq models are trained directly on hu-
man transcriptions, they can learn the transcription conventions.
This can lead to a spurious WER gain that does not translate into
better recognition quality.

To validate this hypothesis, we trained a neural denor-
malization model that can replace the spoken-to-written de-
norm finite-state grammars used in the systems with spoken
numeric classes in their decoder output (phonemes and spoken
graphemes). By training on transcribed utterances, such a de-
norm model should be able to learn transcription conventions
to some extent. We model the denorm problem as a two-level
transduction task [30]. The input to the model is the spoken-
domain text. The first-level of transduction identifies text spans
that require edits. In the example above, the text span 2 hour
will be identified and the rest of the text will be copied to the
output. In the second level of the model, the identified text
spans along with a fixed-sized vector of embedded sentence
context are fed to another component to generate the written-
domain output. In this particular case, 2-hour will be the out-
put. The entire model is trained end-to-end using pairs of the
written-domain human-labeled transcript and a spoken-domain
transcript obtained from force alignment. This denorm model is
then applied on the 1-best hypothesis after MaxEnt LM rescor-
ing. Results in Table 2 (S1 vs S2 and P1 vs P2) support our
assumption that the written-domain systems are better at learn-
ing the transcription conventions: using the neural denormer
brings significant improvements on the full spoken queries test
set where transcription conventions play a key role and slight re-
gressions on the TTS test set where these conventions are irrele-
vant. In future work, we will consider CER and spoken-domain
WER to complement written-domain WER and provide better
insights into the performance differences between these models.

4.3. Pronunciations and alternate spellings
One hypothesis to explain the better performance of the
phoneme-based systems on the hard spoken queries and long-
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Table 2: WER (first-pass, 10-best oracle and second-pass after MaxEnt LM rescoring) for RNN-T and HAT models on all test sets.

WER Spoken Queries TTS Long-tail
first-pass (10-best oracle) second-pass All Hard Queries
B0 Written grapheme RNN-T 6.9 (1.6) 6.3 33.5 (17.4) 29.5 40.0 (22.1) 36.9
W0 Written grapheme HAT w/ internal LM 6.9 (1.6) 6.0 33.5 (17.4) 28.3 40.0 (22.1) 34.7
W1 Written grapheme HAT w/ 5-gram ELM 6.0 (2.1) 5.8 26.8 (15.6) 24.8 33.3 (20.5) 29.6
W2 Written grapheme HAT w/ neural ELM 6.4 (1.3) 6.0 30.2 (14.7) 26.7 34.4 (18.0) 31.8
S1 Spoken grapheme HAT w/ 5-gram ELM 6.3 (1.7) 6.0 25.8 (14.1) 25.0 30.6 (16.6) 29.0
P1 Phoneme HAT w/ 5-gram LM 6.8 (1.6) 6.2 22.6 (10.2) 20.8 26.6 (11.8) 22.4
S2 S1 with neural numeric class denorm 6.1 (1.6) 5.8 26.0 (14.0) 25.2 30.9 (16.9) 29.1
P2 P1 with neural numeric class denorm 6.5 (1.4) 6.0 22.9 (8.5) 21.1 26.7 (12.0) 22.5
W3 W1 with alternate spelling lexicon 6.1 (2.0) 5.9 26.4 (15.6) 24.2 31.5 (18.4) 27.4
S3 S1 with alternate spelling lexicon 6.2 (1.6) 5.9 25.7 (13.9) 24.1 28.8 (14.7) 26.7
S4 S2 with alternate spelling lexicon 6.1 (1.5) 5.8 25.9 (10.5) 24.4 29.0 (14.9) 27.1

Table 3: WER (first-pass and second-pass after MaxEnt LM
rescoring) on Spoken Queries as a function of the size of the
first-pass 5-gram external language model.

WER Spoken Queries (All)
first-pass second-pass P1 S1 W1
ELM 97M n-gram 6.8 6.2 6.3 6.0 6.0 5.8

64M n-gram 6.9 6.2 6.4 6.0 6.1 5.8
45M n-gram 7.0 6.2 6.5 6.1 6.1 5.8
32M n-gram 7.1 6.2 6.5 6.1 6.2 5.8
22M n-gram 7.2 6.3 6.5 6.1 6.2 5.8
16M n-gram 7.3 6.3 6.6 6.1 6.3 5.8
11M n-gram 7.5 6.4 6.7 6.1 6.4 5.8
8M n-gram 7.6 6.4 6.8 6.1 6.5 5.8

5.6M n-gram 8.1 6.6 7.0 6.3 6.7 5.8

tail TTS queries is that the grapheme-based system performs
worse on rare words. These rare words might be too infrequent
in the training data for the grapheme-based Seq-2-Seq models to
effectively learn their pronunciations. However, these pronun-
ciations are available to the phoneme-based systems through the
hand-curated pronunciation lexicon.

To validate this hypothesis, we devised the following ap-
proach for injecting pronunciations in the grapheme-based sys-
tems. The idea is to augment the graphemic lexicon with al-
ternate spellings of some words, chosen to be closer to the ac-
tual pronunciation of those words. The lexicon will map the
standard and alternate spellings to the corresponding word and
the external LM will be used to disambiguate between words
now sharing spellings. To find alternate spellings for a given
word x, we lookup each of its phonemic pronunciations p in
a pronunciation dictionary. We then apply a finite-state-based
G2P system in reverse on p to produce the most likely (high-
est probability) spelling s for p. If s is not the normal spelling
for x, we add s as an alternate spelling for x in the graphemic
lexicon. For instance, for the rare proper name ”daveed”, the
graphemic lexicon will provide two possible spellings as se-
quence of graphemes, the normal spelling ”d a v e e d” and
the alternate spelling ”d a v i d” (since ”daveed” is found
to be pronounced ”d @ v i d” for which the most probable
spelling in the G2P model is ”d a v i d”).

Results in Table 2 (W1 vs W3, S1 vs S3) show the ap-
proach is working very well and leading to decent WER reduc-
tions on hard spoken queries and long-tail TTS queries test sets.
Combined with the neural denorm system, alternate spellings
make the spoken-grapheme-based HAT with 5-gram external
LM (S4) the best performing system on spoken queries.

4.4. Size of the fist-pass external LM
We experimented with reducing the size of the first-pass exter-
nal LM using relative-entropy pruning [31]. Table 3 shows the
effect of this size reduction on WER on the full spoken queries
test set. Strikingly, for the written-grapheme system, all of the

1/8 1/4 1

6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0

phoneme+lvg
phoneme+lvg+maxent
spoken_grapheme+lvg
spoken_grapheme+lvg+maxent
written_grapheme
written_grapheme+lg
written_grapheme+lg+maxent

Figure 1: WER as a function of the fraction of the training data.

WER loss can be recovered in the second-pass even when prun-
ing all the way to 5.6 million n-grams, keeping all 4 million
unigrams and only 1.6 million higher-order n-grams. For the
phoneme and spoken-grapheme systems, the effect on WER is
more pronounced but still a significant size reduction can be
achieved without WER loss after second-pass LM rescoring.

4.5. Amount of training data
Figure 1 shows the WER achieved on the Spoken Queries test
set when training the HAT models only on 1/8th and 1/4th of the
available data. The use of an external LM, in the first pass for
the written-grapheme system and second pass for all systems,
has an even larger impact on WER when less data is used.

5. Conclusion
We summarize our principal findings as follows:

Language modeling matters: By providing an internal LM
estimate, HAT allows for better integration with external LMs
than the approaches like shallow fusion that are typically used
with Seq-2-Seq models. The usual observations hold: applying
the LM earlier and using larger LMs bring more improvements.

Pronunciation matters: Pronunciation helps on rare words
and can be leveraged in graphemic systems through the use of
alternate spellings.

Written-domain WER is a biased metric: Written-domain
WER depends heavily on transcription conventions and thus
favors systems with written-domain trained Seq-2-Seq models
which are able to learn these conventions.

All modeling units work well: The usual wisdom that
graphemic units work better than phonemes for Seq-2-Seq in
ASR does not seem to hold. Combined with an external LM,
phoneme Seq-2-Seq models perform very closely to grapheme
models on the head of the distribution where phonemes-based
models are handicapped by the written-domain WER metric but
outperform them on the tail.

Hybrid approach brings flexibility: HAT brings flexibility
in modeling and inference (choice of unit and LM type) but
also flexibility in application design: the same Seq-2-Seq model
can be deployed on device, with the small neural LM, to min-
imize footprint but also on server, with pronunciation-derived
lexicons and a large LM, for the best performance.
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